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The UBC Board of Governors today rejected a student and faculty-backed proposal for 
divestment from the fossil fuel industry.  Students expressed disappointment that UBC was 
unwilling to seriously consider a proposal that would have made UBC a leader in sustainability, 
and in its place appears to be calling investments in coal ‘low-carbon’. 

“80% of fossil fuel reserves must stay in the ground if we are to have a chance of keeping 
warming to below 2 degrees,” says Alex Hemingway, PhD Candidate and Divest UBC 
campaigner.  “By refusing to stop investing in the companies that own these reserves, UBC is 
sending the message that they’re just not concerned about climate change.” 

None of the three student representatives on the Board supported the Board’s motion against 
divestment.  

Students also raised significant concerns about the process the Board used to come to its 
decision, summarized in an open letter to the Board yesterday.  

Members of the Board noted in the meeting that no minutes of prior meetings on divestment 
were circulated. Campaigners pointed out that there is no documentation of what evidence was 
considered beyond a single UBCC350 brief written well over a year ago. 

“There’s been no serious consultation with stakeholders, no taking advantage of the wealth of 
diverse expertise among the faculty at UBC, and no consideration of whether keeping 
investments in fossil fuels will pose a risk to the endowment,” says Hemingway. 

"There is irony in the Board of a University refusing to show its work or analysis in coming to 
this decision, and wanting full marks," says George Hoberg, Faculty Coordinator of UBCC350. 

The definition of “low-carbon” that UBC has indicated it will use for its small “Sustainable 
Future Fund” actually allows coal mining and oil and gas to be considered “low-carbon.” 
Exchange Traded Funds satisfying UBC’s criteria are currently invested in multiple coal 
companies. The Board has indicated they know that at least 21 of the investments are in the 
world’s largest 200 coal, oil, and gas companies. 

Students expressed frustration that the Board would override the results of decisive student and 
faculty referendum votes in favour of divestment. 

“We’re talking about my generation’s future on this planet,” says Roxanne Hasior, fourth-year 
engineering student and Divest UBC campaigner. “Divestment should not have been a difficult 
decision. Every major constituency across the university has shown its support.”  

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/ubcc350/pages/42/attachments/original/1455486177/Divest_UBC_open_letter_to_UBC_Board_of_Governors.pdf?1455486177
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For further information, please contact:  
 
Alex Hemingway, PhD Candidate and Divestment Coordinator, UBCC350; 604-354-2301; 
alexhemingway@gmail.com. 
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